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Abstract

Chemotaxis is the directional movement of cells in response to an extracellular
chemical gradient. It is thought to be involved in cancer cell metastasis by recognizing
chemokines and growth factors1; therefore, deregulation of chemotactic pathways can
result in increased tumor cell metastasis. The Target of Rapamycin Complex 2 (TORC2)
regulates chemotaxis downstream of these signaling molecules, or chemoattractants.
Examining the role of TORC2 in chemotaxis of cancer cells could provide insight into the
deregulation of signals leading to cancer cell metastasis. The non-tumorgenic cell line
MCF10A and the two breast cancer cell lines MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 were employed in
this study. Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) and Insulin-like Growth Factor 1 (IGF-1)
showed potential as chemoattractants by stimulating TORC2. Wound healing assays
were performed on MCF10A, MCF7, and MDA-MB-231 cells exposed to TOR inhibitors,
as well as MCF10A cells with Rictor knocked down. Cells with Rictor knocked down and
MCF10A cells exposed to Torin 2 showed a decrease in cell migration. Ibidi μ-Slide
chemotaxis slides were used to perform a chemotaxis assay with MCF10A cells in
response the EGF. Cells showed greater directionality toward EGF in the experimental
well as compared to the control with EGF on both sides of the cell chamber. Future
examination of other potential chemoattractants as well as chemotaxis assays with
other chemoattractants will give more insight into the goals of this research.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Importance of cell migration

Cell migration is implicated in many biological processes and used in one form or
another by most living organisms. It is necessary for development in Drosophila
melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans2,3. The amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum,
uses directed cell migration under starvation or stress conditions to aggregate into a
multicellular organism for survival as well as to chase bacteria, their food source4. In
vertebrates, processes such as embryogenesis, angiogenesis, epithelial wound healing,
and immune responses are all dependent on cell migration. However, not all processes
in which cell motility is implicated are favorable events. Arthritis, vascular disease and
neoplastic invasion all involve cell migration5,6. Migration of cancer cells is an essential
component of metastasis of tumor cells from the primary tumor to local and distant
sites7–9. This research focuses on chemotaxis, one of the forms of cell migration that
assists in cancer cell metastasis.

Chemotaxis is the directional movement of cells in response to an extracellular
chemical gradient. Chemotaxis plays an important role in physiological processes, such
as the recruitment of inflammatory cells to sites of infection, and in organ development
during embryogenesis. In eukaryotic cells, chemotaxis directs these biological processes
downstream of chemoattractants binding to receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) and G
protein–coupled receptors (GPCRs) on the cell surface. Initiation of internal signaling
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pathways leads to regulated distribution of the cytoskeletal elements F-actin and
myosin II, which establishes cell polarity4,10. Actin is a globular protein which has various
functions in the cell, including formation of microfilaments which are essential to the
cytoskeleton of eukaryotic cells and cell motility11. Myosin is an ATPase motor protein
that assists in cell motility by utilizing ATP hydrolysis to move across actin filaments12. In
chemotaxing cells, F-actin is primarily enriched at the leading edge and myosin II is
assembled on the sides and at the back (Figure 1)13. Cells then begin moving by
undergoing cycles of protrusions and retractions of the cytoskeleton, while adhesive
contacts with the substrate provide traction for the moving cell14. Chemotaxis is thought
to be involved in all the steps of cancer cell metastasis by recognizing chemokines and
growth factors1; therefore, deregulation of chemotactic pathways can result in
increased tumor cell metastasis. The Target of Rapamycin (TOR) protein kinase, has
been shown to be involved in transduction of these migration signals to cytoskeletal
elements.

Background/overview of TOR

TOR protein kinase, initially identified in Saccharomyces cerevisiae15,16 is a
member of the phosphatidylinositol kinase–related kinase (PIKK) family and possesses
Ser/ Thr protein kinase activity17,18. TOR is a large (290 kD) multi-domain protein that
forms two conserved, structurally and functionally distinct signaling complexes: TORC1
and TORC2 (Figure 2). The first complex, TORC1, is composed of five proteins: TOR, LST8,
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Figure 1. F-actin polymerization and Myosin II contraction work in tandem to
produce cellular translocation. In a resting cell, proteins are dispersed in the cell.
Upon sensing of a chemoattractant gradient, the cytoskeleton rearranges with Factin at the front and assembled Myosin II at the sides and rear, enabling the cell
to perform chemotaxis.

Figure 2. Composition of TORC1 and TORC2.
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Raptor, PRAS40, and Deptor. LST8 acts as a signal receiver19, Raptor functions as a
scaffold for recruitment of substrates, and PRAS40 and Deptor appear to be negative
regulators19–22. The TORC1 pathways have been extensively studied and much is
understood about the role of TORC1 in controlling protein synthesis, autophagy, and
metabolism through regulation by growth factors, nutrients, and hypoxia21.

The second complex, TORC2, is composed of six proteins: TOR, LST8, Deptor,
Rictor, Sin1, and Protor. LST8 is required for the full catalytic kinase activity of TOR and
structural stability of the complex23. Deptor negatively regulates TORC2 activity. Rictor
and mSin1 form a heterodimer and are important for the structural integrity of TORC2.
Protor is a Rictor-binding component that lacks obvious functional domains21,23–28. It is
known that Rictor is essential for TORC2 activity29; however, little has been concluded
about the complete function of Rictor in the cell. It has been found to be
phosphorylated by the TORC1 target S6 Kinase 1 (S6K1), this phosphorylation is
independent of TORC2, suggesting there may be other functions of Rictor that are not
associated with TORC2. Sin1 has also been found to be essential for complete TORC2
activity30. Consequently, the knockdown of Rictor and/or Sin1 is ideal for modeling
TORC2 knockdown. In contrast to TORC1, little is known about how TORC2 is activated
and regulated in any system. It has been suggested that TORC2 is activated by Rab
proteins

31

, the ribosome32, and PIP332, but there is still missing information in how

TORC2 is regulated.
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TORC2 controls cytoskeleton dynamics and the migration of many types of cells,
including neutrophils, fibroblasts, Dictyostelium amoebae, and cancer cells33,34. In
Dictyostelium discoideum, knockout of individual TORC2 components leads to the loss of
cell polarity and random extension of pseudopods35–37. TORC2 also plays a key role
during neutrophil chemotaxis by independently regulating F-actin polarization and
myosin II phosphorylation38. Rictor knockdown strongly inhibits neutrophil polarity and
chemotaxis to the GPCR ligands39. Rictor levels are elevated in a wide array of glioma
cell lines and primary glioma tumor cells40 as well as in invasive breast ductal
carcinomas41, suggesting the presence of increased levels of TORC2 in these cells.
TORC2 has also been shown to control the production of chemoattractants that are
secreted by the migrating cells to stimulate group cell migration in Dictyostelium13. This
communication between cells is conserved and assists in the synchronized migration of
many human cells, which underlies the co-migratory behavior of cancer cells and
macrophages leading to malignancies42–44.

In Dictyostelium discoideum TORC2 is regulated by Ras family GTPases. Binding
of the chemoattractant cAMP to its receptor cAR1 leads to the activation of Ras family
small GTPases, including Ras and Rap145–47. Ras and Rap1 are activated at the leading
edge of migrating cells and have different functions: Ras proteins control cell motility by
acting, in part, through phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K), which leads to modulation of
F-actin and pseudopod protrusion at the leading edge; Rap1 controls cell-substrate
adhesion to prided traction for the migrating cell48. Preliminary studies showed Ras and
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Rap1 bind to and control TORC2 activity in Dictyostelium and human Ras and Rap1 bind
human TORC2 in vitro, suggesting these findings in Dictyostelium may be conserved49.
Ras genes are the most frequently mutated oncogenes in human cancers and both Ras
and Rap1 have been shown to increase cancer cell migration and promote
metastasis50,51 therefore we hypothesize that there could potentially be an unexplored
link between Ras gene mutations and increased TORC2 activation in cancer cells.

Combined, these findings establish a pathway arising through which TORC2
regulates cell polarity and actin assembly, leading to cell migration, suggesting TORC2
may be involved in cancer cell metastasis.

TORC2 and Cancer Metastasis

TOR activating mutations, as well as high levels of phosphorylation of AKT at
S473, a TORC2 site, were found in metastatic compared to non-metastatic tumor cells,
leading to enhanced migration52–56. TORC2 activity is required for tumor initiation
induced by PTEN deletion in prostate cancer models and for the oncogenic
characteristics of many human cancer cell lines40,57–59. As mentioned previously,
preliminary studies from Dictyostelium suggest that TORC2 is activated by two known
oncogenes, Ras and Rap1, which have been shown to increase cancer cell migration and
metastasis50,51. Therefore, understanding how TORC2 is regulated and identifying the
role of TORC2 in cellular physiology may provide valuable insight into how cancer cells
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metastasize. To examine cell migration as well as malignant phenotypes, the chosen
model system needs to accommodate both. The primary cells used for this research are
the well-characterized human mammary epithelial cell line MCF10A60. The MCF10A cell
line is a spontaneously immortalized, but non-tumorigenic cell line widely used to
interrogate and analyze the effects of oncogenes on cellular morphogenesis and
invasive behavior of cells. In 3D cultures, MCF10A cells form acini that are reminiscent of
alveolar structures found in the normal breast, and the expression of oncogenes leads
to the formation of dysmorphic acini that recapture many properties of invasive breast
cancer (Figure 3). This allows for investigation of cancerous cells with the ability to
express specific oncogenes. In addition to MCF10A cells, the human breast cancer cell
lines MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 were used. The MCF7 cell line has overexpression of the
estrogen receptor (ER) that leads to tumor formation61. MDA-MB-231 cells have
overexpression of EGF and TGF receptors as well as the common KRAS G13D mutation,
which leads to constitutively active Ras62. Use of these cells allows us to examine
chemotaxis in cancer cells in contrast to MCF10A cells, which do not contain oncogenes
and serve as a control. The goal of this research is to develop methods for analyzing
TORC2 activity and chemotaxis in normal and transformed mammary epithelial cells, as
well as to identify potential chemoattractants for these cells. This data will lay the
groundwork for future experiments to uncover the mechanisms of TORC2 activation and
regulation involved in controlling TORC2 function in directed cell migration in cancer
cells.
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Figure 3. Characteristic morphologies of normal (left) and malignant (right) mammary
epithelial cells in 3D cultures. MCF-10A cells form acini that are reminiscent of alveolar
structures found in the normal breast, and the expression of oncogenes leads to the
formation of dysmorphic acini (right) that display many properties of invasive ductal
carcinoma (IDC).
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Chapter 2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Chemicals and Specialty Equipment
Agarose
Ampicillin
Bio-Rad DCTM Protein Assay kit
BSA
Cholera Toxin
Dextran Alexa Fluor® 488
DMEM
DMEM/F12
DMSO
DPBS
DTT
EGF
Ethanol
FBS
Glycerol
Hepes
Hydrocortisone
IGF-1
Insulin
Isopropanol
L-Glutamine
LPA (Lysophosphatidic Acid)
Methanol
Na2HPO4 (sodium phosphate,
dibasic)
NaOAc (sodium acetate)
Odessey Blocking Buffer
PageRuler Plus Prestained Protein
Ladder
PDGF-BB
Pen/Strep

Fisher
Fisher
Bio-Rad
Amresco (VWR)
Fisher Scientific
Life Technologies
Corning
Corning
EMD (Fisher)
Corning
Fisher
Life Technologies
Stores
Corning
BDH (VWR)
BDH (VWR)
Fisher Scientific
Fisher Scientific
Fisher
Fisher
Corning
Cayman Chemical
Stores

Polybrene

Sigma Aldrich
Sigma Aldrich
Invitrogen
Fisher

Puromycin
RNaseA
SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate)

Fisher
Amresco (VWR)
Fisher Scientific
Thermo
Fisher
Corning
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Sodium chloride
TEMED
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
hydrochloride (Tris)
Trypan Blue
Trypsin

Fisher
Fisher
Fisher
VWR
Corning

2.2 Molecular Biology (Kits, Enzymes, Cells, and Antibodies)
PureLink® HiPure Plasmid Midiprep Kit
PureLink® Quick Plasmid Miniprep Kit

Invitrogen (Life Technologies)
Invitrogen (Life Technologies)

Unless otherwise mentioned, kits were used according to the supplied protocol.

Cells
MCF10A, HEK293T, MCF7 and MBA-MD-231 cells were donated by Ghassan
Mouneimne. DH5α bacteria cells were from common lab stocks.

Antibodies:
AKT Mouse Ab
ERK1 rabbit Ab
Goat anti-Mouse IgG DyLight 680
Goat Anti-Mouse IgG DyLight 800
Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG DyLight 800
mTOR rabbit pAb
Phospho-Akt (Ser 473) Mouse mAb
Phospho-Akt (Ser 473) Rabbit mAb
Phospho-ERK1 rabbit Ab
Rictor rabbit pAb
Sin1 rabbit pAb

Cell Signaling
Santa Cruz Biotechnology
Thermo (Fisher)
Thermo (Fisher)
Thermo (Fisher)
Novus Biologicals
Cell Signaling
Cell Signaling
Cell Signaling
Bethyl Laboratories
Bethyl Laboratories
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2.3 shRNA and viral Plasmids
All sequences are in the 5’ to 3’ direction. Rictor plasmids were donated by
Carole Parent, Sin1 and GFP plasmids were purchased from Addgene, Pax and pMD2.G
plasmids were donated by Ghassan Mouneimne. See appendix for sequence and plasmid
map information.
2.4 DNA Amplification
For each transformation, 50 μL of chemically competent bacteria was thawed on
ice. If DNA samples were received on filter paper they were rehydrated in 100 μL of 10
mM Tris buffer (pH 8) and incubated for 15 min at 37 °C and mixed by vortexing. After
adding 5 μL of DNA (about 500 ng) to the bacteria, the tube was incubated on ice for 30
min. A heat shock was then performed by incubating the tube at 42 °C for exactly 1 min
before returning to ice for 2 min. Next, 400 μL of LB was added to the tube and mixed by
flicking the tube. Finally a 50-100 μL aliquot of the transformed bacteria was spread on
an LB+Amp agar plate and incubated for 16 h at 37°C.

After growth O/N on LB+Amp agar plates, transformed bacterial colonies were
picked using sterile pipette tips in proximity to a flame to reduce the chance of
contamination. Pipettes were dropped into sterile glass test tubes containing 2 mL LB +
2 μL Amp. Tubes were then shaken at 215 rpm for 16 h at 37°C. If plasmids were
received in bacterial agar stab, bacteria was added to the tubes containing antibiotic
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and incubated as above. The next day, 1 mL of the bacteria was added to 300 mL LB +
300 μL Amp and shaken under the same conditions for 16 h.

Cells from a 300 mL overnight culture were pelleted and resuspended in maxi
prep resuspension buffer. Cell suspension was run through an equilibriated PowerPrep
HP Plasmid Maxiprep Column. Column was run according to common protocol and DNA
was dissolved in 500 μL pH 8.8 Tris buffer.

2.5 Cell Culture
MCF10A cells were grown in 10 cm plates in DMEM/F12 media with the
following additions: 5% Horse serum, 20 ng/mL EGF, 0.5 mg/ml hydrocortisone, 100
ng/mL cholera toxin, 10 μg/mL Insulin, and 1x Penicillin/streptomycin antibiotic. Cells
were split every 2-3 days to maintain 70% confluency. To split, growth media was
aspirated and cells were rinsed with 10 mL PBS. 2 mL of 0.05% trypsin was added and
cells were incubated at 37 °C for approximately 15 min, until no longer adherent. Cells
were resuspended in 8 mL of resuspension media (DMEM/F12 with 20% horse serum
and 1x antibiotic) and centrifuged for 3 min at 950 rpm. The supernatant was aspirated
off and the cell pellet was resuspended in 6 mL of media. 1 mL of cell suspension was
added to 9 mL of fresh media in a 10 cm plate.
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HEK293T cells were grown in 10 cm plates in DMEM media with 5% FBS and 1x
Penicillin/streptomycin antibiotic. Cells were split every 2-3 days to maintain 70%
confluency. Cells were split the same as MCF10A cells but 0.25% Trypsin was used, the
cells were incubated for approx. 5 min at RT, and growth media was used to resuspend
the cells.

MDA-MB-231 cells were grown in 10 cm plates in DMEM media with 5% FBS, 1%
L-glutamine and 1x Penicillin/streptomycin antibiotic. Cells were split every 2-3 days to
maintain 70% confluency. Cells were split the same as HEK293T cells.

MCF7 cells were grown in 10cm plates in DMEM media with 5% FBS and 1x
Penicillin/streptomycin antibiotic. Cells were split every 2-3 days to maintain 70%
confluency. Cells were split the same as HEK293T cells.

2.6 Lentivirus Production and Infection
DNA was first quantified using a nanodrop. To the DNA, 1 volume of 1M NaOAc
and 2+ volumes of 100% ethanol were added and the tube was mixed by inverting. The
tube was then centrifuged at maximum speed (14,000 RPM) for 10 min at 4 °C. The
supernatant was then aspirated, and the pellet was gently washed with 200 μL of 70%
ethanol and centrifuged once more, this time for 5 min. The supernatant was aspirated
inside a sterile biological safety cabinet and allowed to dry for 10-15 min. The dried
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pellet was then rehydrated with sterile dH2O to a concentration of 1 μg/μL and
aliquoted into individual microcentrifuge tubes (1 tube per transform) and stored at 4
°C.

To decrease protein levels, a lentiviral system was used to infect host cells with
shRNA. The highly transfectable cell line HEK293T was used to produce the viral
particles. A calcium phosphate method was used to transfect the HEK293T cells with
plasmids containing the shRNA sequence along with packaging and envelope plasmids
for virus production (Figure 4). 20 mL of 2XHBS was prepared using the following recipe:
2.8 mL of 2 M NaCl, 2 mL of 0.5 M Hepes (pH7), 60 μL of 0.5 M Na2HPO4, 15.1 mL
mQH2O, adjusted pH to 7.10 ± 0.05 and completed to 20 mL with mQH2O. Solution was
filter sterilized on a 0.22 μm filter. HEK 293T cells were grown to 90% confluency on 10
cm plates that were pre-treated with poly-d-lysine. Prior to transfection, 8 mL of fresh
media was added. 5 μg target gene, 2.5 μg PAX2, and 2.5 μg MD2G DNA was added to
450 μL mQH2O and mixed thoroughly by vortexing. 50 μL of 2.5M CaCl2 was added to
the DNA and was mixed by vortexing. 500 μL of 2XHBS was added drop-wise at ~1
drop/s and was mixed gently by bubbling 10 times with the P1000 set at 500 μL,
immediately after adding the 2X HBS. This solution was immediately added drop-wise to
the cells at 1 mL/dish and mixed gently. 24 h after transfection the media containing the
transfection solution was removed and 6 mL of growth media was added. Cells were
incubated at 32 °C. 48 h after transfection the virus was harvested and filtered through
a 0.45 μm filter. Media containing the virus was concentrated with a 100 kDa Amicon
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filter by centrifuging at 3000xg for 4 min. 6 mL of fresh media was added to the cells and
24 h later virus was harvested and concentrated as described above.

MCF10A cells were infected at 50% confluency in 6-well plates. 1 mL of virus
containing media was added to the well containing the target cells, which had 1 mL
growth media. Cells were infected again 24 h later. 24 h after the second infection cells
were selected using 0.6 μg/mL of the antibiotic puromycin. Once confluent, cells were
transferred to 10 cm plates and grown according to normal procedures, with media
containing 0.6 μg/mL puromycin.
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Figure 4. The process of producing infectious transgenic lentivirus. 3 plasmids are
transfected into A293T cells: one transfer vector, one packaging vector, and one
envelope vector. After media change and a brief incubation period, supernatant
containing the virus is removed and stored or centrifuged to concentrate virus.
(https://www.addgene.org/lentiviral/protocols-resources/)
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2.7 TORC2 Activity Assay

Cells were seeded at 5x104 cells/well in a 6 well plate and grown for 48 h.
MCF10A cells were serum starved in serum free media containing 0.1% BSA for 4 h prior
to stimulation. MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were serum starved 18 h in serum free
media. Stimulant was added at specified concentration and cells were lysed after
specified time points. Total protein concentration was quantified using the Bio-Rad DC
assay and the lysate was run on 8% SDS-PAGE gel. The proteins were transferred onto a
nitrocellulose membrane then blocked in odyssey blocking buffer for 1 h. The
membrane was then incubated in a 1:100 dilution of mouse anti-P-AKT and rabbit antitotal AKT primary antibodies, with equivalent amount of tween 20, O/N at 4 °C in fresh
blocking buffer. The membrane was washed 3 times with PBS for 10 min. A 1:30,000
dilution of anti-rabbit conjugated to a florescent tag excited at 800nm and anti-mouse
secondary antibody with a fluorescent tag excited at 700 nm was added to the
membrane. The membrane was incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature then
washed 3 times with PBS. Imaging of the membrane was done using the LI-COR Odyssey
Scanner with 700 nm and 800 nm channels. Band intensities were quantified using the
Odyssey Image Studio software and intensity of P-AKT bands were normalized by total
AKT. Graphs of AKT phosphorylation over time were generated by dividing the
normalized P-AKT bands by the basal.
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2.8 Wound Healing Assays
Cells were seeded at 0.75x106 cells/well in 6-well plate and grown for 24 h. Cells
were scratched with a P200 pipet tip, washed twice with PBS, and immediately imaged
using a Motic dissection microscope. Cells were incubated at 37°C for 18 h and imaged
again. For experiments using TOR inhibitors, 10 μM Torin 2 or rapamycin or 1% DMSO
was added after initial imaging.

2.9 Chemotaxis Assays using ibidi µ-Slide Chemotaxis
The chemotaxis assay using the ibidi µ-Slide Chemotaxis was performed according to the
manufacturer’s protocol (Appendix B). The day before seeding the cells, all cell media,
the μ-Slide, and plugs were placed in the incubator, which is at 5% CO2, for gas
equilibration. The media was put into a slightly opened vial to prevent the media inside
the slide, and the slide itself, from forming air bubbles during the incubation time. Cells
were trypsinized according to normal protocol and counted using a hemocytometer. Cell
suspension of approx. 3 x 106 cells/ml was used due to the small height of the
observation area. A 20 μL beveled pipet tip was used to apply 6 μL cell suspension into
the slide, according to the manufacturers instructions63. Because MCF10A cells adhere
slowly, cells were incubated on the slide overnight at 37 °C and 5% CO2, as opposed to 5
hours, before imaging. Kimwipes with water were added to the petri dish containing the
slide to avoid evaporation of the media in the extended time the cells spent adhering.
After cell attachment, non-adherent cells and seeding media were replaced with EGF-
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free media. EGF-free media was added to the reservoirs surrounding the observation
area (Figure 5A). Applied concentration of EGF was 100 ng/mL for a final concentration
of 50 ng/mL along with 1 μg/mL dextran alexa flour 488 to visualize the gradient. The
EGF/dextran solution was added to one side of well 1, to both sides of well 2, and no
EGF was added to well 3 (Figure 5B). After approximately 24 h, the gradient of EGF
should be stable in the experimental well (Figure 6A). The gradient of EGF in the positive
control should be stable from the beginning of the experiment (Figure 6B). A Nikon Ti-E
Inverted Microscope with an environmental chamber was used to keep the cells at 37 °C
and 5% CO2. Cells were imaged using a Nikon 10X Plan Fluor 0.30 NA objective. Phasecontrast images were captured every minute and fluorescence images every hour with a
Photometrics Evolve 512 EMCCD camera for 22 h.

Because of the high magnification used, six images were acquired to fully view
the entire viewing chamber (Figure 6C). To determine that all six images can be analyzed
interchangeably, the gradient of EGF must be the same throughout all images. Change
in fluorescence across the field of view was used to determine the gradient of
fluorescently tagged dextran, which theoretically reflects the change in EGF. Florescence
intensity was quantified in the Nikon NIS image analysis software by analyzing change in
pigmentation across the field of view. This information was exported from the software
and graphed in Excel to obtain a slope of the change in pigmentation over the field of
view, which theoretically reflects the extent of changing EGF concentration.
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A

B

Figure 5. Setup of Chemotaxis Assay. A) Components of ibidi μ-Slide
chemotaxis slide, as listed in the Chamber configuration box. B)
Representation of experimental setup. (http://ibidi.com/fileadmin/support/
application_notes/AN17_Chemotaxis3D.pdf)
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B

C

Figure 6. Diagram of observation area during chemotaxis assay. A)
Experimental well at T=0 (left panel) and T=24 (right panel). B) Control of EGF
on both sides of chamber. C) Representation of the images collected with a
10X objective. Field of view was split into 6 panels to visualize entire chamber.
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Images were exported from the Nikon NIS software as tiff files to be analyzed using the
ImageJ software. Movies were produced by compiling the files using ImageJ and
exporting as a video file. Cell tracking was done in ImageJ, by creating a virtual stack of
all the images. Cells were followed throughout the experiment to determine overall
speed, chemotactic speed, and chemotactic index. Overall speed was calculated by
tracking the cell from initial position to final simultaneously in x and y direction. The
number of frames divided by 60 was used to determine the time of cell migration.
Images were 1.52 μm/px, so length of the line exported from ImageJ was multiplied by
1.52. Length in μm was divided by time to determine overall speed of the cell.
Chemotactic speed was calculated in a similar way, but only the difference in the cells
initial and final position with respect to the x-axis was determined. This shows the cells
direct movement toward the greater concentration of EGF. Movement away from the
concentrated EGF was given a negative value. Chemotactic index was analyzed using the
angle tool in ImageJ. The angle between the line of the cell’s initial position from the
gradient and the cell’s final position was determined. The cosine of this angle is the
chemotactic index. A larger value indicates more directionality of the cell with respect to
the concentration of EGF.
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Chapter 3. Results

3.1 Identification of potential chemoattractants that stimulate TORC2
In order to study chemotaxis in the chosen cell lines, it was necessary to identify
molecules that could potentially act as chemoattractants by stimulating TORC2 in the
cell lines being used. In order to do this, activation of TORC2 was analyzed in response
to stimulation with selected physiologically relevant potential chemoattractants,
epidermal growth factor (EGF), lysophosphatidic acid (LPA), insulin-like growth factor 1
(IGF-1), and platelet derived growth factor (PDGF). EGF binds to the receptor ErbB, and
overexpression of ErbB receptors increases cancer cell motility and metastasis and is a
common feature in many breast cancers64. EGF has been shown to increase
phosphorylation of AKT at the TORC2 specific site65, making it a good candidate for use
as a chemoattractant in cancer cells. LPA is a small phospholipid that binds to its G
protein-coupled receptor LPAR. LPA has been reported to modulate epithelial cell
migration66 and enhance the metastatic potential of breast cancer cells67. A common
site of metastasis for breast cancer cells is the bone, this led us to explore the possibility
of bone growth factors acting as chemoattractants for breast cancer cells. IGF-1, and
PDGF are known bone growth factors68 and, as with EGF, these growth factor have been
shown to phosphorylate AKT at the TORC2 site69,70.
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Activation of TORC2 was indirectly determined by detecting phosphorylation of
AKT at the TORC2 specific site, S47371. To determine that we could detect TORC2
activation in response to these growth factors, in the chosen cell lines, western blots
were performed and an antibody specific for AKT at S473 was used.

Cells were

stimulated for various amounts of time to determine peak stimulation of TORC2.

Stimulation of MCF10A cells with EGF and IGF-1 efficiently induced TORC2medaited phosphorylation of AKT. EGF had a peak of phosphorylation at 3 min after
stimulation (Figure 7A). IGF-1 had a peak phosphorylation of AKT after 1 minute and
declined after (Figure 7D). With this knowledge it was concluded that EGF and IGF-1
could be potential chemoattractants through activation of TORC2 in MCF10A cells.
Stimulation with LPA did not significantly induce TORC2-mediated phosphorylation of
AKT in MCF10A cells, it actually displayed a decrease in P-AKT compared to basal level
(Figure 7B). Therefore, use of LPA was not investigated further in this cell line.
Stimulation with PDGF had a peak phosphorylation of AKT after 3 minutes and declined
below basal after 20 min (Figure 7C). More repeats will need to be performed to
determine the potential of PDGF as a chemoattractant. The breast cancer cell lines
MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells were stimulated with EGF, and both showed peak AKT
phosphorylation at 5 minutes (Figure 8). With this knowledge it was concluded that EGF
and IGF-1 could be potential chemoattractants through TORC2 activity in both MCF7
and MDA-MB-231 cells.
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Figure 7. Stimulation of TORC2 in MCF10A cells. Cells were stimulated with A)
10ng/mL EGF, B) 10uM LPA, C) 5ng/mL IGF-1, or D) 10uM PDGF. Cell lysate was run
on an 8% SDS-PAGE gel and western blotted using ant-pAKT and total AKT Ab.
Bands were quantified using the Odyssey Image Studio software. Phospho bands
were normalized by total AKT bands and devided by the basal level.
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MDA-MB-231

A

MCF7

B

Figure 8. Stimulation of TORC2 in MDA-MB-231 and MCF 7 cells. A) MDA-MB-231 and B)
MCF7 cells were stimulated with 10ng/mL EGF. Cell lysate was run on an 8% SDS-PAGE
gel and western blotted using ant-pAKT and total AKT Ab. Bands were quantified using
the Odyssey Image Studio software. Bands were normalized by the basal level.
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3.2 Knockdown of essential TORC2 components
To determine that chemotaxis in MCF10A cells is mediated by TORC2,
knockdown of the essential TORC2 components Rictor and Sin1 can be used. Rictor and
Sin1 are essential for TORC2 activity but not involved in TORC1, so common effects seen
by knockdown of these two proteins should only be caused by decreased formation of
TORC2.

Two trials of knockdown of Rictor were performed (Rictor KD 1 and Rictor KD 2).
At separate times HEK293T cells were transfected with the same Rictor shRNA to
produce the lentivirus. MCF10A cells were then either infected with virus from the first
production or the second production and denoted as Rictor KD 1 and Rictor KD 2. Cells
were also infected with GFP and Sin1 shRNA’s. GFP shRNA serves as a control, because it
does not target a protein endogenous to the cell. It is used to ensure introduction of the
shRNA does not affect the normal phenotype of the cells. Infection with Sin1 was
unsuccessful and requires further trials, therefore, only Rictor knockdown cells were
used in the experiments presented.

To determine the extent of Rictor knockdown, Rictor KD and GFP cells were lysed
and run on a 7.5% SDS gel to assess intensity of protein knockdown. Setting GFP cells as
100% Rictor expression, KD cells showed decreased expression of Rictor compared to
the control, Rictor KD 1 had 30% Rictor expression and Rictor KD 2 had 31% Rictor
expression (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Quantification of Rictor knockdown in MCF10A cells. Cells were lysed in a tris
lysis buffer. Cells lysate was run on a 7.5% SDS PAGE gel and blotted using standard
protocol. Rictor antibody was used to detect presence of Rictor. The membrane was
imaged using an Odyssey scanner. Bands were quantified in Odyssey Image Studio and
normalized with GFP cells equaling 100% Rictor.
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3.3 Migration of cells with inhibition of TOR or knockdown of Rictor
To assess the role of TORC2 in cell migration, wound assays were performed.
Wound healing, or scratch assay, is a quick and inexpensive way to monitor cell
migration. Cells were seeded at high cell densities to form a monolayer and a scratch
was made through the monolayer. After a specified time, the cells are imaged again to
see how far the cells of interest have closed in on the wound compared to the control
cells. There are both advantages and disadvantages to using this method for our
research. In a way, it mimics the in vivo behavior of cells migrating. Epithelial cells often
migrate as a sheet, and making a scratch in the monolayer allows for this type of
migration to occur. It also retains the cell-cell interactions that would naturally occur in
vivo, making it more physiologically relevant for these cell types that would normally
migrate as a sheet72. However, our research focuses on chemotaxis, not merely cell
migration, and scratch assays are not capable of monitoring chemotaxis. The driving
force of cell migration in scratch assays is the cells reforming the cell-cell interactions,
not movement toward a chemical gradient which is imperative for chemotaxis. There
also is no way to establish a chemical gradient in this experiment since all the cells are
equally surrounded by media. Therefore, only cell migration can be observed in this
experiment.

MCF10A, MCF7, and MDA-MB-231 cells were treated with or without the TOR
inhibitors Rapamycin and Torin 2. Rapamycin is a TORC1 specific inhibitor and Torin 2
inhibits both TORC1 and TORC2. Because no TORC2 specific inhibitor exists, the different
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effect of the inhibitors can theoretically reflect the effect of a TORC2 specific inhibitor.
The assay was also performed with cells having the essential TORC2 component Rictor
knocked down. Cells were plated at high densities to create a sheet and were scratched
with a 200ul pipet tip to create a gap in the cell sheet. Cells were imaged 24 hours later
to assess cell migration. Change in gap width was used to determine how effective cells
were at migrating.

MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells showed little difference between the control and
TOR inhibitors (Figure 10A). MCF10A cells treated with Torin 2 showed a decreased
migration compared to the DMSO control or the TORC1 specific inhibitor Rapamycin
(Figure 9A). Additionally the Rictor KD cells showed a significant decrease in migration
compared to the GFP shRNA control (Figure 10B). This suggests the essential TORC2
component Rictor is involved in the cell migration of these cells.
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Figure 10. Wound healing assay with TORC2 inhibition or knockdown. Cells were grown
as a sheet, scratched with a p200 pipet tip and imaged at 0 and 18 hours. Width of the
wound was measured using the Motic microscope software. Change in wound distance
was calculated and averaged for each wound and plotted using Graph Pad Prism 5 data
analysis software. A) Cell migration of MCF10A , MDA-MB-231, and MCF7 incubated
with 10uM of either Rapamycin, Torin 2, or DMSO. B) Cell migration of Rictor
knockdown cells.
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3.4 Chemotaxis of MCF10A cells toward EGF
An important component to this research is to be able to detect if cells are
chemotaxing in response to the above signaling molecules. To do this, we used the μSlide chemotaxis slides from ibidi. The assay was performed according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

To be able to analyze cells from multiple frames as a single experiment the
gradient of EGF needs to be similar. Dextran with the fluorescent tag alexa flour 488 was
added with EGF to follow the gradient, as they should theoretically diffuse at the same
rate. Fluorescence of all frames was analyzed and plots were created (Figure 11). The
gradient of EGF was determined by monitoring change in fluorescence in the NIS
software. The values of fluorescence intensities was exported to Excel and plotted. The
slope of the plots was consistent at approximately -0.14 Intensity/μm, which was similar
enough to be able to compare cells in all the frames as one single experiment. Images
were exported from the Nikon NIS software as tiff files to be analyzed using imageJ.
Movies were produced by compiling the files using ImageJ and exporting as a video file.
Cell tracking was also done in ImageJ, by creating a virtual stack of all the images. Cells
were followed throughout the experiment to calculate the speed, chemotactic speed,
and chemotactic index.

The experimental well had an average speed of 12.09 ± 9.6 μm/h, a chemotactic
speed of 5.6 ± 12.3 μm/h, and a chemotactic index of 0.36 ± 0.69. The larger the value of
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chemotactic speed and chemotactic index indicates cell chemotaxis. The control, which
had EGF on both sides of the well, had a speed of 15.81 ± 13.67 μm/h, a chemotactic
speed of 1.05 ± 18.04 μm/h, and a chemotactic index of -0.09 ± 0.78 (Table 1 and Figure
12). This shows promise that MCF10A cells exposed to a gradient of EGF might be
chemotaxing in comparison to the control cells surrounded by EGF. However, due to the
variability in the results, no clear conclusion can be made. More trials will need to be
run as well as more thorough analyses. The previous result of EGF stimulating TORC2, in
combination with the potential of these chemotaxis assay results, suggests EGF could
potentially be mediating chemotaxis through TORC2. Therefore, EGF can be used for
future experiments to test the role of TORC2 in mammary epithelial cells and breast
cancer cell metastasis.
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Figure 11. Analysis of EGF gradient. Change in fluorescence across the well was
plotted against the distance of the field of view. Slope of the trend line indicates
change in fluorescence, theoretically EGF, across the well. The experimental
analysis (top) shows a greater slope than the control (bottom) indicating a more
pronounced gradient in the experimental well compared to the control.
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Well

Speed (μm/h)

Chemotactic
Speed (μm/h)

Chemotactic
Index

Experimental

12.09 ± 9.6

5.6 ± 12.3

0.36 ± 0.69

EGF Control

15.81 ± 13.67

1.05 ± 18.04

-0.09 ± 0.78

Table 1. Analysis of MCF10A chemotaxis in response to EGF. Cells were tracked using
ImageJ to determine speed, chemotactic speed, and chemotactic index. Speed was
calculated as total movement over time. Chemotactic speed was calculated as total
direction toward EGF over time. Chemotactic index was calculated as the cosine of
the angle between the cell’s movement and length of the cell’s beginning position.
from the beginning of the gradient.
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Figure 12. Scatter plot of EGF chemotaxis assay. Values for each cell tracked were
plotted using graph pad prism 5. Each dot is representative of one cell.
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Chapter 4. Discussion

In order to study the role of TORC2 in cancer cell metastasis, identification of
potential chemoattractants that activate TORC2 was necessary. In testing different
compounds we found EGF stimulation led to a peak in P-AKT at 3 minutes. This is also a
common marker in downstream PI3K signaling, however phosphorylation at S473 is
specific to TORC2 phosphorylation73, indicating the observed phosphorylation is TORC2,
not PI3K, mediated. Many trials of EGF stimulation were performed, however due to
complications with the total AKT antibody proper quantification was not performed. Our
findings are consistent with previously reported results that stimulation with EGF leads
to increased phosphorylation of AKT at S473. Because this was the first molecule found
to stimulate TORC2 in our studies, it was used for future experiments. Stimulation of
MCF10A cells with LPA did not show a significant increase in phosphorylation from basal
levels, which indicates LPA is not activating TORC2. In fact, LPA showed a decrease in
TORC2 activity in multiple trials, which could indicate LPA acting as suppressor of TORC2
activity. An alternate concentration of LPA could be used to see if the results are
concentration dependent. A TORC2 kinase assay could also be performed after LPA
stimulation to show a more direct downstream effect of LPA on TORC2 signaling. LPA
increasing cell migration directionality has been observed64, but if this is not mediated
through TORC2 it is not directly relevant to our studies. IGF-1 showed a sharp peak at 1
minute, indicating a quick activation of TORC2, which was maintained above basal until
at least 30 minutes. This led to IGF-1 being an interesting candidate for use as a
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chemoattractant, as it is a known bone growth factor and stimulates TORC2 in the
MCF10A breast cell line. Only one trial with the total AKT antibody was performed, so
more trials will need to be done to confirm our results. PDGF showed a peak at 1
minute and again at 5 minutes. This appears to show an interesting resensitization of
the pathway to this molecule, however, it does not continue that trend beyond 5
minutes. More trials will need to be performed to determine if this is an accurate
response to this growth factor. The two breast cancer cell lines, MCF7 and MDA-MB-231
showed similar responses to EGF, which was a peak in AKT phosphorylation at 5
minutes. EGF stimulation of these cells was only repeated twice, and because of
complications with the total AKT antibody, P-AKT was not normalized by total AKT. This
experiment should be performed again to ensure reproducible results were obtained. If
these results are correct, it suggests EGF stimulates TORC2 in these cancerous cell lines.
Overall, EGF and IGF-1 were found to be promising chemoattractant candidates,
although IGF-1 needs to be more thoroughly examined. LPA and PDFG require further
examination to definitively determine their potential as chemoattractants. Stimulation
of MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells with EGF shows promise of EGF being a TORC2 activator
in these cell lines, but more stimulations should be done to validate this, especially since
no total AKT was blotted due to a complication with the antibody at the time. In
addition, the two breast cancer cell lines should be stimulated with the other growth
factors to determine their ability to stimulate TORC2 in these cells.
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Rictor KD cells were able to grow in puromycin selection media, however, the
Sin1 KD cells were less successful. Cells survived after the first infection with the Sin1
virus, however experiments could not be performed with them immediately after
infection. The cells were frozen according to standard protocol. Lentiviral infection
introduces the DNA coding for the shRNA into the host genome, therefore infected cells
should be a stable cell line after successful infection. Upon thawing, the Sin1 KD cells did
not survive, even in non-puromycin containing media, suggesting an error in the
freezing, not uptake of the virus. The same batch of virus was used again to infect
MCF10A cells, but the cells did not survive selection. After numerous attempts to infect
the cells with Sin1 shRNA and production of new virus, the infections were unsuccessful.
New virus must be produced and possibly further concentrated. Titering of the virus can
also be done to determine concentration and necessary amount for successful infection.
Quantification of the Rictor cells showed the shRNA was successful in decreasing the
endogenous levels of Rictor down to approximately 30%. The western blot also showed
a band present above the Rictor band, around 250 kDa. This has been seen in other
publications, however, the origin of the band was not explained. The cells also grew
similarly to wild type, implying abundant uptake of the plasmid into the cell’s genome
allowing them to survive in the selection media, this shows knockdown of Rictor does
not affect cell growth rate. There are two other Rictor shRNA’s in our possession that
can be used to determine which sequence results in the most Rictor knockdown.
Another method of comparing the effect of Rictor and Sin1 knockdown is to perform
stimulation assays with EGF. Because MCF10A cells have shown response to EGF at the
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TORC2 specific site, knockdown of these TORC2 components should decrease if not
eliminate that response.

Wound healing assays of MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cells showed little difference
between the control and TOR inhibitors. There was some overlap in the compared
wounds of the three treatments. More experiments could be done with these cells to
more precisely determine the extent of cell migration. The assay was successful in
showing a difference in TORC2 inhibition in MCF10A cells. Both use of Torin 2 and Rictor
KD cells significantly decreased the extent of cell migration. In the Rictor KD cells only
four wounds were analyzed, so more replicates should be done to validate these
findings. Because no assay of Sin1 KD cells was performed we cannot definitively say the
decreased cell migration of Rictor KD cells is due to less TORC2 activity. It is necessary to
compare the Rictor KD results with Sin1 KD results to truly say these findings are specific
to TORC2 KD and not due to a secondary function of Rictor. If the results are due to
TORC2 KD, Rictor KD and Sin1 KD cells should have similar results. If the Sin1 KD cells
were the same as the control this would imply decreased cell migration is due to a
function of Rictor that is independent of TORC2.

The chemotaxis assay of MCF10A cells showed potential of chemotaxis toward
EGF. Because of the large errors and the nature of the analysis used, it is not possible to
provide any definitive findings; however, the data suggests the cells showed a slight
favor toward the EGF gradient compared to the control. In the trend that formed,
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chemotactic speed and chemotactic index were both greater than the control cells. The
experimental well had larger chemotactic speed and chemotactic index than the
control, which indicates cells chemotaxing in response to the EGF gradient. The control,
which had EGF on both sides of the well, had a greater overall speed than the
experimental cells, likely because the control cells were exposed to a greater
concentration of EGF. This shows promise for future trials of this experiment. There
were factors in this particular trial that were not ideal for proper analysis of chemotaxis.
First, there was no negative control lacking EGF on either side due to the cells dying in
that chamber. There is variability in how many cells actually end up in the chamber due
to the flow of the cell suspension when applied, this can result in too many or too few
cells in the viewing area. In the case of this experiment, there were likely too many cells
in the chambers that resulted in migration as a sheet of cells, altering the directionality
of individual cells. In the amount of time the cells adhere, proliferation can occur which
can also result in too many cells in the viewing area. The objective used had a
magnification of 10X, which is too magnified to view the entire chamber at once, which
limits the number of cells that can be tracked before leaving the field of view. Lastly, the
methods used to analyze these data is not ideal for these types of experiments. Ideally
cells would be traced throughout the entire experiment to determine the directionality
of the cell over time. With the currently available resources we were not able to track
these cells. In future experiments, an automatic tracking tool will be used to track the
cells over the course of the experiment to get a more accurate representation of the
movement of the cells.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion and Future Directions

The research presented in this thesis serves to lay the groundwork for future
experiments with the objective of uncovering the mechanisms of TORC2 activation and
regulation involved in chemotaxis of cancer cells. It will assist in examining the effects of
Ras and Rap1 constitutively active mutants in these cells to show how these common
oncogenes affect TORC2 mediated chemotaxis in cancer cells.

Use of monitoring AKT phosphorylation in response to stimulation by different
growth factors has the ability to narrow down which of those growth factors can serve
as chemoattractants through TORC2 activation. Via this method, it was found that EGF
and IGF-1 can serve as potential chemoattractants and will be used in future
experiments. A calcium phosphate method for transfection and production of viruses
led to the ability to produce a stable cell line of Rictor knockdown cells for use in future
experiments. This provides an established method for producing viruses containing
shRNA in our lab for future use. Wound healing assays showed that knockdown of Rictor
causes a defect in wound healing, similar to treatment with the TOR inhibitor Torin 2.
Lastly, this research established a method for analyzing chemotaxis of mammalian cells.
Use of the ibidi μ-Slide chemotaxis slides showed promising results of MCF10A cells
chemotaxing toward a gradient of EGF.
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The next steps in this project will be to further examine the effect of TORC2
knockdown on chemotaxis and the effect of oncogenic Ras GTPases on mammalian cell
chemotaxis. To achieve this, first Sin 1 KD cells must be produced and knockdown of
Sin1 must be verified. Stimulation assays with Rictor and Sin1 KD cells will determine if a
decrease in TORC2 activity occurs. Wound healing assays with Sin1 will be used to
determine if a decrease in cell migration is due to deceased TORC2 activity. Chemotaxis
assays with these cells will determine the importance of TORC2 activity in these cells.
Next, introduction of oncogenic Ras and Rap1 into MCF10A cells will produce cancerous
cells with specific mutations. First, the effect of constitutively active Rap1 on TORC2
activity in MCF10A cells must be determined. Stimulation assays with EGF can be used
to determine the effect of constitutively active Rap1 on TORC2 activity.
Immunoprecipitation can be used to determine if Rap1 directly binds and activate
TORC2 in vivo. Testing the invasiveness of oncogenic cells with Rictor and Sin1 knocked
down will provide insight into the role of TORC2 in cancer cells with Ras mutations. Cells
expressing the Ras or Rap1 oncogenes will have Rictor or Sin1 knocked down and the
invasiveness of these cells in 3D culture can be determined. Chemotaxis with these cells
will provide further insight into the effect of TORC2 in the directed migration of cancer
cells with Ras mutations. Understanding deregulation in this pathway can lead to
development of therapeutics, which could decrease metastasis of cancer and
significantly improve cancer prognosis.
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Appendix A – shRNA sequences and plasmid maps
Rictor 225: AAGTGAGATCTAAAAAATGGGTGTTGCTGATTTAATTAAGAAATTCGAATCAATC
•

shRNA sequence for Rictor in pGIPZ vector

Rictor 393: AAGTGACTAGTTTATTTGTATAGTTCATCCATGCCATGTGTAATCCC
•

shRNA sequence for Rictor in pGIPZ vector

Sin1: AAGTGGGATCCGGTGGTTCAGGTATGAATCCAATTCATGATAGAACTTCAG
•

shRNA sequence for Sin1 in pLKO.1 vector

•

mSin1 shRNA #2 was a gift from David Sabatini (Addgene plasmid # 13484)

GFP: AAGTGACTAGTTTAAGCTTTGAAACCACCAAAGAAATCG
•

shRNA sequence for GFP in pLKO.1 vector

•

pLKO.1 GFP shRNA was a gift from David Sabatini (Addgene plasmid # 30323)

pMD2.G
•

VSV-G envelope expressing plasmid in pMD2.G vector

•

pMD2.G was a gift from Didier Trono (Addgene plasmid # 12259)

Pax2
•

Viral packaging plasmid in pCCL-cppt-PGK-WPRE vector

•

Pax2 was a gift from Malin Parmar (Addgene plasmid # 35002)
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Vector map of pLKO.1 (Image from Addgene https://www.addgene.org/10878/).
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Vector map of pGIPZ vector (Image from Dharmacon
http://dharmacon.gelifesciences.com/shrna/gipz-lentiviral-shrna/).
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Vector map of pMD2.G vector (Image from Addgene
https://www.addgene.org/12259/).
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Pax2 shRNA map (Image from Addgene https://www.addgene.org/35002/).
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Appendix B – ibidi µ-Slide Chemotaxis Application Notes
Supporting material for chemotaxis assay:
3D Chemotaxis Assays Using μ-Slide Chemotaxis Application Note 17 ©ibidi GmbH,
Version 1.4, Elias Horn, November 21st 2012
Obtained from:
3Dhttp://ibidi.com/fileadmin/support/application_notes/AN17_Chemotaxis3D.pdf
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Application Note 17

3D Chemotaxis Assays Using μ-Slide Chemotaxis 3D
0

Important Notes

 Read the related document first: “Important Handling
Information for the μ-Slide Chemotaxis 3D – READ THIS
BEFORE USE”.
 Follow all of the steps in this Application Note carefully.
 Start by using the free samples and the food coloring,
which are included.
 Read through the detailed information in the “Notes”
section, at the end of this document.
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Application Note 17

1

General Information

μ-Slide Chemotaxis 3D is a tool used for observing the chemotactical responses of
cells being embedded in a 3D gel matrix, and exposed to chemical gradients.
Color code for liquids in
this Application Note:

Chamber configuration:
1) Observation area (1000x2000 μm2)
2) Left reservoir (60 μl)
3) Right reservoir (60 μl)
4) Plugs
5) Cultivation lid
A) Filling Port A (with side channel)
B) Filling Port B (with side channel)
C) Filling Port C (left side)
D) Filling Port D (left side)
E) Filling Port E (right side)
F) Filling Port F (right side)

2

Principle

Two large-volume reservoirs are connected by a small gap. If the large reservoirs
contain different chemoattractant concentrations (indicated in this document by the
red and blue colors), then there is a linear concentration gradient inside this gap.
Cells that are placed into this gap (=observation area) are exposed to linear
concentration gradients. In steady state, there is a homogeneous concentration
inside the large reservoirs.
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2.1 3D Chemotaxis Experiments in Gel Matrices
When conducting 3D experiments, the observation area is filled with cells that are
surrounded by a gel. This gel hinders the convective flow of liquid, so that both large
reservoirs can be filled with neutral medium and chemoattractant.
Typical aqueous gels (like collagen gels) are not thought to hinder diffusion. When
using stiff hydrogels with pore sizes, in the range of the diffusing molecules, this
approach is invalid and no chemical gradient can be established inside the gel.

2.2 2D Chemotaxis Experiments Without Gel
It is also possible to conduct 2D experiments without the use of gel. For this
method, cells need to be slightly adherent to the surface of the observation area.
This 2D chemotaxis experiment is described in detail in Section 6 (page 7).
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3

Equipment

When conducting chemotaxis experiments with the μ-Slide
Chemotaxis 3D, it is 100% necessary to use the following
materials and equipment:
 Cells and a gel matrix suitable for the cells.
Humid Chamber
 See Application Note 23 for an example protocol
With wet sterile tissue.
for chemotaxis of dendritic cells.
 See Application Note 26 for Collagen I gels with
different concentrations and media.
 Recommended gel matrices:
 Collagen I gels, bovine or rat tail
 MatrigelTM or similar products
 A humid chamber, such as a 10 cm Petri dish with wet
tissue (as shown on the right)
 Optimal conditions for the cells (at the heated or
incubated stage)
 An inverted microscope (phase contrast or fluorescence)
 Time lapse video equipment: CCD camera, video
Beveled Pipet Tip
camera, and acquisition software
See list for correct models
 Use only the correct 10 - 200 μl pipet tips (others do
not work).
 Greiner Bio-One 739261, 739280, 739290,
772288, or related beveled Greiner tips
 Axygen T-200-C, TR-222-C, TR-222-Y, or
related Axygen beveled tips
 STARLAB TipOne RPT S1161-1800, or related
beveled TipOne tips
 Sorenson BioScience MulTi Fit Tip 10590, Correct Tip
Incorrect Tip
 Fits too tightly
 Fits on top
15320, 15330
 Closes completely  Gets stuck
 Slant cosmetics tweezers, for plug handling
 Does not get stuck
 Optional: Motorized stage and autofocus (x,y,z), to
observe all 3 chambers, in parallel

4

Surfaces and Coatings

4.1 ibiTreat (80326)
The ibiTreat (hydrophilic) surface facilitates the filling of the
structure, with aqueous gels for 3D assays.
4.2 Collagen IV Coated Surface (80322)

Slant Tweezers
For convenient plug handling

The Collagen IV pre-coated slides do not contain a collagen
gel. Only the surface is coated with Collagen IV to mediate
cell adhesion for 2D chemotaxis experiments.
Other surface coatings can be made by following Application Note 08:
http://www.ibidi.de/service/application_notes/AN08_Coating.pdf
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5

3D Experiment with Cells in Gel

5.1 Seeding Cells in Gel
1) Unpack the μ-Slide Chemotaxis and put it into a
10 cm Petri dish with a sterile, wet tissue
around the slide. This helps to decrease the
evaporation.
2) Prepare cell suspension, as usual.
3) Prepare gel matrix. Sample gel protocols are
given in Application Notes 23 (Chemotaxis of
Dendritic Cells) and AN 26 (Collagen I Protocols).
4) Mix the cell suspension and gel to a final cell
concentration of ca. 3 x 106 cells/ml. High cell
concentrations are needed, due to the small
height of the observation area.
5) Close Filling Ports C, D, E, and F with the plugs.
Handle the plugs with the appropriate blunt
tweezers.
6) Use a 20 μl pipet (e.g., Gilson P-20) and apply
6 μl of gel mixture to the top of Filling Port A,
leaving space between the tip and the port. We
do not recommend injecting the gel directly. See
note 12.1.
7) Immediately afterwards, use the same pipet
settings (6 μl) and aspirate air from the opposite
Filling Port B. Press the pipet tip directly into the
port. The liquid gel from Filling Port A will be
flushed inside, filling the entire channel
homogeneously. Aspirate until the liquid gel
reaches the pipet tip.
8) Leave both Filling Ports A and B filled with gel.
Level out the liquid heights in both filling ports,
as shown in the cross section.
9) Gently remove all plugs from Filling Ports C, D,
E, and F. Close Filling Ports A and B with plugs.
10) Incubate the slide inside a sterile and humid
atmosphere to minimize evaporation until the gel
is formed. To make sure evaporation is low, use
a sterile 10 cm Petri dish with an extra wet
tissue around the slide (see Humidity Chamber,
on page 4).
11) Control the cell morphology with a microscope
during and after gelation (see the Note: Cell
Morphology, on page 17). Check the amount of
gel in the channel and Filling Ports A and B to
control the evaporation.
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The day before seeding the
cells and conducting the
experiment, it is necessary
to place all cell media, the
μ-Slide, and plugs into the
incubator
for
gas
equilibration. The medium
should be put into a
slightly opened vial. This
will prevent the medium
inside the slide, and the
slide itself, from allowing
air bubbles to form during
the incubation time.
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5.2 Filling the Reservoirs
This procedure is similar to the chemoattractant filling in
μ-Slide Chemotaxis 2D. Both large reservoirs are first
filled with neutral solution. Next, the chemoattractant is
applied without directly reaching the observation area.
As a result, there is a short delay in gradient formation
and sensitive cells cannot be initially saturated. The
resulting concentration in the reservoir is 0.5 times the
injected concentration, because 30 μl chemoattractant is
diluted with 30 μl of neutral solution.
1) Gently close Filling Ports C and D with plugs
(chemoattractant side).
2) Fill
the
first
reservoir
by
injecting
chemoattractant-free medium through Filling
Port E. Use 65 μl and the recommended pipet
tips. Keep in mind that Filling Ports E and F must
be completely filled, but not overfilled.
3) Transfer the two plugs from the Filling Ports C
and D to the Filling Ports E and F. This will close
the chemoattractant-free side.
4) Fill
the
empty
reservoir
by
injecting
chemoattractant-free medium through Filling
Port C. Use 65 μl and the recommended pipet
tips.
5) Now the chamber is completely filled with
chemoattractant-free medium and cells will only
grow inside the gel in the observation area.
Control your cells under the phase contrast
microscope.
6) Use a 20 μl pipet (e.g. Gilson P-20) and apply
15 μl chemoattractant to the top of Filling Port C,
as shown. Do not inject directly.
7) Use the same pipet settings and aspirate 15 μl
air from the opposite Filling Port D. Press the
pipet tip directly into Filling Port D. The
chemoattractant on top of Filling Port C will be
flushed inside and fill the reservoir.

Control the quality of the gel and the cells after each
filling step under the phase contrast microscope.
Handle the liquid with care not to destroy or detach the
gel matrix by too much pressure.
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8) Repeat this step once, in order to fill 30 μl inside
the reservoir.
9) The resulting concentration in the reservoir is 0.5
times the injected concentration, because 30 μl
of chemoattractant is diluted with 30 μl of
neutral solution.

6

2D Experiment with Cells on a 2D Surface

6.1 Seeding Cells
1) Unpack the μ-Slide Chemotaxis 3D and put it into
a 10 cm Petri dish with a sterile, wet tissue
around the slide to decrease evaporation.
2) Prepare your cell suspension, as usual. Use a
cell suspension of approx. 3 x 106 cells/ml. High
cell concentrations are needed due to the small
height of the observation area.
3) Close Filling Ports C, D, E, and F with plugs.
Handle plugs with the appropriate slant
tweezers.
4) Use a 20 μl pipet (e.g. Gilson P-20) and apply 6 μl
cell suspension onto Filling Port A. Do not inject
directly.
5) Immediately afterwards, use the same pipet
settings (6 μl) and aspirate air from the opposite
Filling Port B. Press the pipet tip directly into the
port. The liquid from Filling Port A will be flushed
inside, filling the entire channel homogeneously.
Aspirate until the cell suspension reaches the
pipet tip.Leave both Filling Ports A and B filled
with liquid. Level out the liquid heights in both
filling ports, as shown.
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The day before seeding the
cells and conducting the
experiment, it is necessary
to place all cell media, the
μ-Slide, and plugs into the
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for
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equilibration. The medium
should be put into a
slightly opened vial. This
will prevent the medium
inside the slide, and the
slide itself, from allowing
air bubbles to form during
the incubation time.
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6) Gently remove all plugs from Filling Ports C, D,
E, and F. Close the slide with the cultivation lid.
7) Incubate the slide inside a sterile and humid
atmosphere to minimize evaporation until the
cells have attached. Make sure evaporation is
low by using a sterile 10 cm Petri dish with an
additional wet tissue placed around the slide.
6.2 Cell Attachment
During and after cell attachment, control cell morphology with a microscope. To
control evaporation, check the amount of liquid in the channel and Filling Ports A
and B. Cell attachment should occur in same time as in normal culture.
After cell attachment, the removal of the non-adherent cells and seeding medium is
recommended. (Skip this step when you are working with cells that are only slightly
adherent.)
Follow these steps:
1) Gently close Filling Ports C, D, E, and F with
plugs (not shown).
2) Fill 10 μl of cell-free medium into Filling Port A.
Do not trap any air bubbles.
3) Aspirate the same amount of liquid (10 μl) from
Filling Port B, as shown.
4) Repeat Step 3 twice.
5) Leave both of the Filling Ports A and B filled with
liquid and level out the liquid heights in both.
6) Gently remove all plugs from Filling Ports C, D,
E, and F. Close Filling Ports A and B with plugs.
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6.3 Filling the Reservoirs
1) Gently close Filling Ports C and D with plugs
(chemoattractant side).
2) Fill the first reservoir by injecting a
chemoattractant-free medium through Filling
Port E. Use 65 μl and the recommended pipet
tips. Keep in mind that the Filling Ports E and F
must be completely filled, but not overfilled.
3) Transfer the two plugs from the Filling Ports C
and D to Filling Ports E and F to close the
chemoattractant-free side.
4) Fill
the
empty
reservoir
by
injecting
chemoattractant-free medium through Filling
Port C. Use 65 μl.
5) Now the chamber is completely filled with
chemoattractant-free medium and cells grow
only in the observation area. Control your cells
under the phase contrast microscope.
6) To apply a chemoattractant, use a 20 μl pipet
(e.g.
Gilson
P-20)
and
apply
15 μl
chemoattractant on top of Filling Port C, as
shown. Do not inject directly.
7) Use the same pipet settings and aspirate 15 μl
liquid from the opposite Filling Port D. Press the
pipet tip directly into Filling Port D. The
chemoattractant on top of Filling Port C will be
flushed inside and fill the reservoir.
8) Repeat this step once, in order to fill 30 μl inside
the reservoir.
9) The resulting concentration in the reservoir is 0.5
times the injected concentration, because 30 μl
of chemoattractant is diluted with 30 μl of
neutral solution.
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7

Video Microscopy

Video microscopy is a necessary tool for ibidi’s μ-Slide Chemotaxis 3D. Without, there
is no access to the analysis of the chemotaxis and migration effects.
1) Prepare your inverted microscope and stage-top incubator. Depending on your
cells´ requirements, the use of heating and incubation devices may be
necessary. Working at room temperature with cells that are usually cultured at
37°C is not recommended.
2) Mount the μ-Slide on the stage, then observe cell movement within the
observation areas. Depending on the cells´ velocity, one frame every 1-10
minutes should be sufficient. In order to track cells conveniently, make sure to
have an overlap of each moving cell from one frame to the next.
3) After mounting the slide on the microscope stage, wait 20 minutes for
temperature equilibration.
4) Observe cell movement for an appropriate time. Depending on the cells’
velocity at least 10 cell diameters are recommended. For fast cells this might
be 1-2 hours and for slow migrating cells 12-36 hours, respectively.
5) Start a time-lapse experiment with a 5x or 10x objective. Higher
magnifications are possible but for optimal migration data it is necessary to
track at least 20 – 40 cells over the whole period. Start the experiment
immediately after injecting the chemoattractant. See Note 12.5 Optimizing
Experimental Time.
6) After the time-lapse, export your images as single files (e.g. TIF, JPG, PNG,
BMP).
Depending on your focus of interest, choose an objective lens:

4x/5x






Lowest magnification
Lowest resolution
Maximum overview
Maximum number of cells
All cells in one focal plane

20x





Medium magnification
Medium resolution
Medium number of cells
Cells in different focal
planes
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10x





Medium magnification
Medium resolution
Medium number of cells
Most cells in one focal
plane

40x/100x





Highest magnification
Maximum resolution
Smallest number of cells
One cell is only partially in
one focal plane
 Cells easiliy leave the field
of view
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8

Chemoattractant Concentrations and Recommended
Experimental Setups

For optimal results, we recommend performing two control experiments by filling the
chamber completely with, or without, chemoattractant solution. This helps determine if a
compound is influencing the directed movement of cells (chemotaxis) and/or is influencing
random migration (chemokinesis).
C100

Concentration in stable gradient
equilibrium (= max. concentration
reaching the cells on one edge of
the observation area).

Capplied Concentration applied into the
chamber with a volume of 30 μl.
Capplied = C100 x 2
Cbalanced Balanced chemoattractant concentration after an infinite time
calculated with the total chamber
volume of 130 μl.
Cbalanced = Capplied x 30 μl / 130 μl
C0

Solution without (or with a low
concentration) of chemoattractant.

For the +/+ control experiment, remember
to also prepare the gel with the
chemoattractant solution Cbal.
When following the very special “Fast
Method” of chemoattractant filling method
from Note 12.4 the chemoattractant is not
diluted at all. In this case Capplied = C100.

9

Tracking Cells as a 2D Projection

When cells migrate through a 3D matrix, we recommend tracking them as a projection into
the x,y plane. This simplifies analysis, and is considered to be correct in a channel with an
aspect ratio of 10:1 (length:height), or bigger. After the experiment, it is necessary to track
the cells with the appropriate software. We recommend, for example, the ImageJ plugin,
Manual Tracking. This plugin is able to quantify the movement of objects between frames of
a temporal stack (see Note: Cell Tracking, on page 17).
 ImageJ is available here: http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/
 The Manual Tracking plug-in (including a PDF documentation) by Fabrice Cordelières,
Institut Curie, Orsay, France is available here:
http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/plugins/track/track.html
 Download Manual_Tracking.class into the plugins folder of ImageJ on your computer
and restart ImageJ. Make sure you have administrator rights.
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Here is a quick guide for tracking with Manual Tracking:
1) Import a movie as single page image files (e.g. TIF, JPG, PNG, BMP,
by using „File/Import/Image_Sequence”.
2) Open plugin “Manual Tracking”.
3) Select “Add track”.
4) Follow the first cell, through all of the time
points, by clicking on the cell’s midpoint.
After the first click, the software creates the
results table in an extra window. This table is
filled with the x/y data of each cell, at each
time point.
5) Save the data table after tracking is
completed (tab-separated .xls file).
6) The data table contains all tracked cells
(=tracks) and time points (=slices) with (x,y)
positions.
 For tracking, we recommend printing out the first image of each image stack
before the movie is watched for the first time. At least 40 cells are uniformly
marked on this printout in order to 1) ensure homogeneity and 2) avoid
tracking the same cell twice. At least 30 cells in the observation field need to
be tracked during the entire experiment. Some cells will be lost through cell
death, cell division, and cells leaving the observation field. We do not
recommend using such cells for data analysis.
 You can also export “Overlay Dots & Lines” as a movie file (.avi).

HT-1080 fibrosarcoma cell migrating inside a Collagen I gel.
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10 Analyzing Chemotaxis
10.1 Data Analysis
ibidi provides a free software tool for plotting and
analyzing the tracked data. For a copy, go to:
http://www.ibidi.de/applications/ap_chemo.html.
Please also read the pdf instructions for the software
Chemotaxis and Migration Tool.
1) Import the data table from “Manual Tracking” (tabseparated .xls file)
2) Initialize your dataset in the initialization menu on the
lower right side of the software.
o Select the number of slices (=number of pictures
used for tracking). The number of slices can be
found in your original data table (“Show original
data”).
o Calibrate the software by setting the x/y calibration. This is the length of one pixel in
μm. The pixel size can be measured following our Application Note 22 on
www.ibidi.com.
o Calibrate the time interval which is the time between the images of your video.
3) Press “Apply settings”, after changing values and parameters.
4) Create trajectory plot, and then export as an image.
5) Export values of both Forward Migration Indices and the p-value of the Rayleigh test.
6) Convert Forward Migration Index x and y into FMI parallel (FMI II) and FMI perpendicular
(FMI┴), depending on the position of your chemoattractant. This simplifies the analysis
and presentation of the FMI data.
7) Calculate a two-tailed unpaired Student t-test (e.g. with MS Excel) with independent
variances for the single values from 5). Compare the chemotaxis experiment +/- and the
two control experiments -/- and +/+ with each other to show statistical significance.

10.2 Criteria for a Chemotaxis Effect
If the following criteria are fulfilled with statistical relevance the experiment is
considered to show a chemotaxis effect.
Experiment +/ FMI II > FMI┴
 Rayleigh test: p < 0.05

Control Experiment +/+ and -/ FMI┴ and FMI II = ca. 0
 Rayleigh test: p > 0.05

10.3 Presenting Results
Here are some recommendations for presenting the results (in talks or publications):
 Show the original movie (time lapse film of your cells).
 Play the trajectory movie (time lapse film + overlaid cell trajectories).
 Display the trajectory plot (graph).
 Show the table or bar graph FMI, and Rayleigh test.
 Include the results of the Student’s t-test.
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11 Tips, Tricks, and Troubleshooting
11.1 Avoiding Air Bubbles
Air bubbles are 1) emerging over time due to non-equilibrated media and slides, or 2)
injected, or brought into the chamber, by the user. Both types will disturb the diffusiondriven concentration gradient with convection and must be avoided.
 Air bubbles that emerge over time can be avoided by equilibrating all media and
equipment inside the incubator overnight. Medium is put into a slightly opened vial.
Slides and plugs can be left in the sterile packaging.
 Air bubbles introduced to the chamber by injection, or by the user, can be avoided
by correct handling. Please watch out for unfilled filling ports and trapped air bubbles
inside the pipet tip! Keep in mind that an air bubble might be trapped when closing
an empty filling port with a plug. Always make sure the filling ports are completely
filled, but not overfilled. When filling the large reservoirs, always inject the liquid into
the lower reservoir in order to allow the lighter air to escape on the top.

Avoid unfilled filling ports and air
bubbles inside the pipet tip!

Filling ports that are accidentally emptied, or left
empty, can be refilled with a 10 μl pipet that has a
very thin pipet tip. Note: Never use the standardsized pipet tips for this procedure, but use the next
smallest size. An air bubble might be trapped.

Avoid trapping air by filling empty
reservoirs with the μ-Slide inclined.
Always inject the liquid into the
lower reservoir in order to allow
the lighter air to escape on the top.
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11.2 Focus Not Stable
Focus drift is an annoying effect, especially during time lapse experiments. Focus stability is
negatively affected by mechanical changes and temperature instabilities. Follow these
recommendations to keep your cells in focus:
 Switch on all components (heating, gas incubation, computer, other equipment) at
least 60 minutes before starting the time-lapse recording.
 After you put the μ-Slide onto the microscope, wait 20 minutes before starting a
time lapse experiment to achieve temperature (and immersion oil) equilibration.
 Keep the room temperature as stable as possible. Air conditioning should either be
working continuously or switched off completely.
 Do not change temperature during experiments. Avoid being near door and window
openings, as this could rapidly change the temperature.
 Eliminate all sources of mechanical vibrations. Use a damped table for your
microscope.
 Use an autofocus system.

11.3 Chamber Not Filling Properly
Here are some general tips and tricks for filling the chamber:
 Always use chambers that are completely dry, especially after coating the
chambers. Small amounts of remaining liquid might hinder proper handling.
 Use a pipet that is serviced routinely. After a few years of use, pipets can loose
pressure during pipetting. In normal work they might perform well, but there can be
problems when they are used with μ-Slide Chemotaxis 3D.
 During the filling of liquid by injection, incline the slide in a way that the liquid is
beneath air. By doing this, the lighter air can escape through the filling port above.

11.4 Cells Die in the Gel Matrix
pH and salt concentrations can cause many problems in gel matrices. Please test any gel
protocol with your cells in an environment suited for this purpose. We recommend small
open wells, such as μ-Slide Angiogenesis, where the cells can be seeded in a larger volume.
This way the perfect matrix composition for the cells can be tested in a convenient manner.
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11.5 Cells Do Not Migrate in Gel
To help find a solution, here are some questions to ask:
 Are the cells seeded in an optimal growth medium?
 Is the pH in an optimal range for the cells?
 Can the cells degrade the gel matrix?
 Is the concentration of gel too high? Is the gel too stiff?
 Are there suitable binding motifs for cell attachment?
As a first trial, we recommend using a 1.5 mg/ml Collagen I gel. Please find a detailed
protocol in our Application Note 26 on www.ibidi.com.

11.6 Matrix not Homogeneous, Inconsistent Gel or Fibers with Preferred
Direction
Inhomogeneities in gel matrices should be avoided at any costs to create consistent
migration data. In general, mix the gel itself and later the gel-mix with the cell suspension
very well. Take your time for mixing. Excessive up- and downpipetting is necessary; also in
combination with stirring with the pipet tip. Also make sure to use freshly aliquoted and
non-expired ingredients only.
For Collagen Gels:
The two crucial parameters are homogeneity of mixture in the beginning and temperature
during filling the chamber. Make sure to mix the viscous collagen mix very well and take
your time for mixing. Unlike normal solutions the collagen-cell-mix does not mix by itself by
diffusion. After some time the collagen mix starts to polymerize. This beginning
polymerization can lead to preferred fibers directions in small channels and can be avoided
by a) shortening the working time or b) working on ice to slow down gel polymerization.

11.7 Cells Do Not Attach Properly (2D Assay Only)
The chamber’s geometry is very specialized. The cell seeding step is especially critical,
because the volume is very low. Most problems with cell attachment can be avoided by
checking these following facts:
 Are the cells seeded in optimal growth medium?
Adherent cells will not attach properly when they are seeded in a starvation
medium. Use normal growth medium with all the necessary supplements.
 Is the slide put into an extra humid chamber?
Evaporation is one of the most crucial issues during cell attachment. Make sure to
provide a maximum of humidity during cell attachment. Use a 10 cm Petri dish with
wet tissue.
 Is the incubator frequently opened during the cell attachment phase?
Frequent door openings must be avoided because this drastically lowers humidity
inside the incubator for a time. Use a cell culture incubator that is not being used by
others during cell attachment.

11.8 Inhomogeneous Cell Distribution (2D Assay Only)
Inhomogeneous cell distribution, and especially high cell densities close to the observation
area, negatively overlay directed migration and must be avoided. Carefully conduct all of the
steps in this Application Note to avoid spilling cell suspension into the reservoirs. Never
inject cell suspension directly into the filling ports.
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11.9 Low reproducibility of results
In years of experimental work we found that only 3 experiments with ca. 40 cells are
necessary for highly significant and reproducible data. In case the chemotactic parameters
like Forward Migration Indices or Velocity differ strongly from identical experiments, one of
the following points might be the reason for that.
 Homogeneous Gel Matrix
The gel matrix is one of the most crucial issues during chemotaxis. See 11.5 and
11.6 for troubleshooting.
 Reproducible Protocol
Slightly different handling and gel protocols may be the source of low reproducibility.
For some gel protocols, the order of pipetting is crucial. The order of using the plugs
may also be crucial. For most reproducible results we do not recommend the socalled “Fast Method” anymore. See 12.4.
 Correct Concentration of Substances in Gel and Reservoirs
In chemotaxis experiments the end-concentration of substances like salt, buffer,
serum etc. should be homogeneous, especially between gel and C0 solution.
Moreover, in a +/+ experiment with chemoattractant all over, the gel itself needs to
be made with the identical end-concentration of chemoattractant used in the large
reservoirs. Otherwise competing gradient fields are created which may disturb
directed movements of cells.
 Homogeneous Population of Cells
Some cells need to be derived with a special protocol, a transfection method or a
special differentiation. Normally, this treatment leads to inconsistent cell populations
or inconsistent migration behavior.

12 Notes
12.1 Note: Gel Filling
Gel mixture is filled in a faster way when directly injected into the channel. After injecting a
small amount of gel, the channel is filled. Afterwards, it is necessary to suck out the medium
from the opposite filling port, until both ports are equally filled. This procedure needs to be
done with extreme caution to avoid spilling any gel mixture into the large reservoirs. When
done correctly, this method doesn’t need plugs to fill the gel inside the chamber.

12.2 Note: Cell Morphology
Cells should be completely surrounded by 3D gel. Adherent cells might sink down
and attach to the 2D surface with time, due to durotaxis. Please make sure to clearly
distinguish between cells adhered to surfaces (typically spread out), and cells which
are in 3D (typically spherical or spindle-like).
12.3 Note: Cell Tracking
Tracking cells can also be done with different software programs or algorithms. Please also
visit ibidi.wimasis.com for an automated tracking solution.
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12.4 Note: Chemoattractant filling with “Fast Method”
With this procedure, one large reservoir is completely filled with chemoattractant. Following
this protocol is easier but may lead to inconsistencies by flushing chemoattractant into the
gel directly. So the downside of this method is that sensitive cells may initially be saturated
by chemoattractant.
1) Gently close Filling Ports C and D with plugs
(chemoattractant side).
2) Fill the first reservoir by injecting chemoattractantfree medium through Filling Port E. Use 65 μl and the
recommended pipet tips. Keep in mind that Filling
Ports E and F must be completely filled, but not
overfilled.
3) Transfer the two plugs from Filling Ports C and D to
Filling Ports E and F. This will close the
chemoattractant-free side.
4) Inject 65 μl of chemoattractant into Filling Port C, as
shown. Do not trap air bubbles. Note: The chamber
is now completely filled and cells are only kept inside
the gel in the observation area.
5) Close the Filling Ports C and D with plugs
(chemoattractant side).
6) Control your cells under the phase contrast
microscope. Note: The chemoattractant will
immediately diffuse through the observation area
and establish a linear concentration profile over the
cells.

12.5 Note: Optimizing Experimental Time
For optimal migration data of migrating cells, we
recommend an initial experiment to determine the optimal
experimental time.
1) Start the experiment immediately after injecting the
chemoattractant.
2) Observe cell movement over a rather long time. For
fast migrating cells this might be 4 hours, for slow
migrating cells this might be 36 hours.
3) Split the output data set (single images) into
appropriate time sections. Make sure to chose time
sections long enough to ensure cells migrate at least
10 cell diameters on average and short enough that
cells stay inside your microscopic field. For fast
migrating cells this might be 1 hour, for slow
migrating cells this might be 12 hours.
4) Track and analyze each time section separately.
Check for a time-dependent chemotaxis effect or
time-dependent cell behavior.
5) After this initial experiments, chose your optimized
experimental time.
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